It is shown that there is a nonseparable Banach space on which every operator has the form S + pi where p is a scalar and S is an operator with separable range.
An open problem in the theory of Banach spaces is the construction of a Banach space with the property that all operators from it to itself are the sum of a multiple of the identity and a compact operator. Since compact operators have separable range a related question is to find a (nonseparable) Banach space on which all operators are the sum of a multiple of the identity and an operator with separable range. This was first done by Shelah using an extra set-theoretic axiom in [1] . It is the purpose of this paper, which is the continuation of research which began in [3] , to prove the same result without appealing to axioms other than those of ZFC.
The following notation will be used. The integers will be considered as ordinals so that n Gm means the same as n < m. The set of integers is denoted as w instead of N and the first uncountable ordinal is wi. The symbols [X]x and [X]<A denote, respectively, the set of A sized subsets of X and less than A sized subsets of X. The set of functions from Y to X is denoted YX. In particular, WlR, when endowed with the usual pointwise operations, is the real vector space of "wi-tuples". For X Çui the characteristic function of X will be denoted by lxLet us begin by reviewing the construction from [2] of a Banach space on which every operator is the sum of an operator with separable range and one which is diagonal with respect to a fixed basis. Let 21 Ç [u>i]<N° be such that:
i. ua = wi. PROOF. To see this suppose that T: SWl -* BUl is a bounded operator which is not of the desired form. First note that there is a family of pairs {{a(n),b(r])}; t] G u>i} such that 8. a(n) t¿ b(n) for n G wi, 9. T{l{hm){a{ri))¿OloTriewu 10. if n ¿ ç then {a(n), b(n)} n {a(n), b(n)} = 0.
To see why this is so note that otherwise there is some £ such that T(l{"y) = r"l{n} + fn where fn G Bç for all n > (¡. But this implies that T = D + T o ttŵ here D(ln) = r"l". Since n^ is assumed to be bounded it follows that T is of the desired form.
Now notice that the family of pairs may be thinned out so that T(l{b("}})(a(ß)) = 0 if n t¿ ß. The reason is that otherwise there is an uncountable set, Y, and ßo such that T(l^(n)})(a(ßo)) ¥" 0 for all n G Y. Without loss of generality PROOF. Let T: BUl -* BUl be a bounded operator. Since Lemma 1 already implies that T is the sum of a diagonal operator with respect to the basis {l^}! n G u>i} it may as well be assumed that T is diagonal. If T is not a multiple of the identity then it is possible to choose disjoint pairs {{a(r¡),b(n)};n G wi} and p > 0 such that \T(l\jD)(a(n)) -T(l\jD)(b(r)))\ > p for each n G wi. Let kp > 5||T||. Now use (14) to find X G [wi]fc such that D = {{a(n),b(n)}; n G X} G 33. From Lemma 2 it follows that ^(l(j£>) + l|l||£>||a ^ 5 while, on the other hand, v{T(l\jD)) > £{|T(lUD)(a(,7)) -T{lUD)(b(r,))\;V G X} > p\X\ > 5||T||. D
All that remains to be shown is that it is possible to find families 21, 93 and 33 satisfying properties (l)- (5) and (11)-(14). To this end let us recall the following fact from [2] . The reason is that then (18) can be satisfied by a recursive construction. Therefore suppose that (19) is false. Then for each d G oji there are no more than countably many t G ui such that {{a(r¡),b(r¡)}; n G X U {d} U {r}} satisfies (18). Note also that, because of the hypothesis on X and Y, it must be the case that the failure of (18) It should be remarked that credit for the relative simplicity of the construction just presented, and isolating the role of the combinatorial principle (15) in particular, should be given to the referee. This combinatorial principle is very similar to the statement that uii -► [wi]2, is false, which was proved by Todorcevic [4] . The latter simply says that it is possible to colour the edges of the complete graph on Ni vertices in such a way that each colour will appear among the edges determined by any subset of the vertices of size Ni. The strengthening achieved in (15) is that now given any two subsets of size Ni (and an indexing of both) each colour will appear simultaneously on corresponding (with respect to the indexing) edges. It might be interesting to try to construct a Banach space with few operators directly from the negation of wi -> [wi]2, ■
